INTRODUCTION
Da Vinci DiamondsTM is a 5-reel, 20-line slots game based on a Renaissance riches
theme. The game features a wild symbol, the thrill of Tumbling ReelsTM, and an exciting
Free Spins bonus round with scatter symbols!

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Obtain a winning line, that is at least 3 identical symbols on an active payline, from the
leftmost reel to the right on consecutive reels.

BETTING LIMITS
Minimum bet per line: 1¢
Maximum bet per line: $1.00
NOTE: The betting limits above apply to the "REAL PLAY" version of the game. Betting
limits in the "DEMO PLAY" version may vary.

HOW TO BET










Choose your bet by clicking on the - and + buttons located on either side of the
LINE BET box, until you have reached the desired amount, staying within the
indicated minimum and maximum limits. The available bet per line amounts are
1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 5¢, 10¢, 20¢, 30¢, 50¢ and $1.00.
The number of active paylines is fixed; all 20 paylines are always in play.
The total amount bet will be shown in the TOTAL BET box at the bottom of the
screen. This amount will be your selected LINE BET multiplied by 20.
To view the paytable, which shows the potential winnings, which vary depending
on the symbol appearing on a winning line and on how many identical symbols
are obtained on a winning line, click on the INFO button at the top of the screen.
You can also change the graphics quality of the game by clicking on the
button at the bottom right corner of the screen. Graphics quality has no incidence
on game outcomes.
Automatic play (
button) is not available in this game.

HOW TO PLAY


Click on SPIN to start the game.



The symbols will fall down from the top of the screen on all 5 reels. When the
symbols stop, if the game board displays at least 3 identical symbols appearing
from left to right on consecutive reels, on an active payline starting with the
leftmost reel, the corresponding payment as described in the paytable (INFO
button) is added to the win meter at the bottom left corner of the screen, and the
Tumbling ReelsTM feature is triggered (see Tumbling ReelsTM Feature section
below for more details).



The



can only appear on reels 2, 3 and 4 during regular game play.
appear on the reels during the Free Spins bonus round.











can only appear on reels 1, 2 and 3 during regular game play.
Highest win only paid on each winning payline.
Scatter pays are only available during the Free Spins bonus round.
All wins are multiplied by the bet per line, except scatters, which are multiplied
by the total bet.
Only highest scatter win paid per game.
One symbol may be used in winning combinations on several different paylines.
Wins on different active paylines are added together.
Scatter wins are added to line wins.
Player is eligible for the Free Spins bonus round no matter the bet per line chosen.



When getting a win in the main game or bonus round, press the

symbol substitutes for all symbols except

replacing the
make the



.
does not

button

button at the bottom of the screen to skip the win animation and
button available again. If you do not click on

during a win

animation, the
button will become active once the win animation is
completed.
Any winning lines you have will be highlighted and your winnings will be paid to
your Espacejeux account.

TUMBLING REELSTM FEATURE






During regular games and free spins, every paytable-defined symbol combination
appearing on the game board triggers the Tumbling ReelsTM feature.
All winning combinations then on screen are evaluated, and the corresponding
payout values are added to the WIN meter at the bottom left corner of the screen.
Those symbols appearing in paytable-defined combinations then disappear.
Empty symbol positions on the reels are then filled as the symbols tumble from
above, in sequence, to fill the empty spaces. The game screen is then re−evaluated
for any new winning combinations, and any corresponding payout values are
added to the WIN meter at the bottom left corner of the screen.
The feature remains active until no paytable-defined symbol combinations are
created as the result of tumbling reels.



The Tumbling ReelsTM feature then ends, and all winnings accrued in the WIN
meter while the feature was active are paid to your Espacejeux account.

FREE SPINS BONUS ROUND





3
appearing on reels 1, 2 and 3 on an active payline trigger the Free Spins
bonus round. Press START to start the bonus round.
6 free spins are awarded. The free spins play out automatically; no player action is
required.
Winnings obtained during the Free Spins bonus round are accrued and shown in
the TOTAL BONUS WIN meter at the bottom right corner of the screen.
An alternate set of reels is used during the Free Spins bonus round.



During the free spins, 3 or more identical
,
and
symbols anywhere on
the game board award scatter pays, as described in the paytable (INFO button).



During the free spins, 3 or more
appearing anywhere on the game board
award additional free spins, as follows:
o

5
award 6, 8, 10, 12 or 15 additional free spins (number chosen at
random);

o

4

award 4, 6, 8 or 10 additional free spins (number chosen at random);

o

3

award 2, 3 or 4 additional free spins (number chosen at random).

These extra free spins are added to the remaining number of free spins and are
played with the same bet per line and same number of active paylines (20) as the
current Free Spins bonus round.




The Free Spins bonus round is played with the same bet per line and same number
of active paylines (20) as the game that triggered the Free Spins bonus round.
The Free Spins bonus round ends when 0 free spins remain or when a maximum
of 300 consecutive free spins have been played.
At the end of the Free Spins bonus round, the total winnings obtained are paid to
your Espacejeux account, and you automatically return to normal game play.

RETURN TO PLAYERS
This game has a theoretical Return to Players of 94.94%.

